Cardiovascular (CV) and metabolic diseases are now the world’s top killers, even in developing nations, where they have eclipsed starvation and infectious diseases as the most critical health concerns. Approximately one-third of all deaths globally are attributed to CV disease, and 9% of adults have diabetes.¹

In recent years, the steep rise in these diseases—intimately linked to the global obesity epidemic—has vastly outpaced efforts to develop effective therapies. Our team is committed to reversing this alarming trend by developing potential new therapies based on a deep understanding of disease biology. With recent successes and a pipeline of investigational drugs, we see a renaissance on the horizon for the treatment of CV and metabolic diseases.
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At the forefront of this renaissance is research into heart failure with reduced ejection fraction, a condition in which the heart struggles to pump blood efficiently, leaving patients fatigued, short of breath and at risk of sudden cardiac death. Although heart failure is a major public health issue\textsuperscript{2}, few treatments have been approved for this condition.

But the fight against CV and metabolic diseases would be incomplete without a focus on the main driving force behind these diseases—obesity. Humans evolved at a time when sugar, fat and calories were still scarce, but now they’re abundant and inexpensive. Improved dietary habits and exercise routines are important tools in the battle against obesity, yet they’re difficult to maintain. Our scientists are designing potential new therapies based on an emerging understanding of the biology behind the problem.

We have several drug candidates to treat obesity in early phases of testing, ranging from compounds thought to block cells from taking up glucose to molecules designed to suppress appetite and others that aim to delay nutrient uptake. Our efforts in this area also aim to reduce cholesterol and triglycerides, thwart damaging reactive oxygen species common in CV and metabolic diseases, and alleviate heart failure with preserved ejection fraction, a condition associated with obesity.

To improve our chances for success, we are pursuing multiple targets for each condition using an array of technologies, including, small molecules, therapeutic antibodies, peptides and proteins. Ultimately, we hope to help stem the rising tide of CV and metabolic diseases around the world.
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